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Every year, new teachers collectively spend about $4.8 billion on their training requirements, nearly all of which goes to teacher preparation programs. Unfortunately, it’s unclear how well that money is spent. As a field, we’ve known for nearly half a century that teachers are the most important in-school factor affecting student achievement. Yet despite decades of research and ongoing calls to improve the quality of teacher training, we still don’t know how to sculpt an effective teacher preparation program.

And it’s not for lack of trying. For much of the history of teacher preparation, programs and policymakers assumed they could mandate the perfect cocktail of structural inputs, like the number of content-area courses, pedagogical courses, and student teaching hours, to guarantee a high-quality program. Over the years, policymakers and preparation programs designed training experiences using various combinations of these inputs. Teacher preparation research followed suit, examining the relationship between required inputs and completer performance to better understand what makes a program effective.

These efforts produced a good deal of research on teacher preparation inputs, but very few answers that could inform program design. That’s because to date, most of this research has focused solely on broad, structural aspects of preparation programs. Research shows, for example, that content knowledge is important, but it’s largely silent about course structure, types of content, and instructional methods—or any of the other
Program design decisions are largely driven by what seems promising—rather than empirical research—because there is so little guiding evidence.

This lack of evidence has led some in the field to advocate for a different approach to improving teacher preparation: outcomes-based accountability. Outcomes-based approaches attempt to obviate this traditionally intense focus on inputs. Instead of prescribing what a program should look like at the outset, outcomes-based systems link preparation programs to their completers’ performance after they enter the classroom. In theory, collecting completer performance data allows policymakers to differentiate program quality and draw conclusions about appropriate interventions.

As with inputs, the outcomes-based approach presents its own challenges for improving design. Recent research has been unsuccessful in differentiating programs based on completer outcomes—the majority of programs produce completers who are comparatively similar, at least in terms of effectiveness in the classroom. If a state can’t differentiate programs based on quality, then it also can’t hold a program accountable or target interventions based on quality, either.

This history leads us to the current moment, where there’s no clear right answer about how to improve teacher training; the two loudest arguments—focus on input-based standards vs. focus on completer outcomes—have very little evidence suggesting that either approach actually improves the quality of teacher preparation. Does that mean that neither approach is effective? Not necessarily. It’s more likely that the current research doesn’t ask the right questions, and so can’t provide the right answers. State and federal policymakers, researchers, and programs all bear some responsibility for the current state of research.

Rigorous research is at the heart of how to improve teacher preparation. To create that body of research, the field needs systems that link completer performance data to preparation programs, make those data publicly accessible, and maintain individual privacy; research methods that use those data to produce actionable strategies and effective practices to improve program design; and policies that incentivize programs to evaluate the effectiveness of their model and adopt new, evidence-based practices. The end result should be a body of rigorous research that explores a multitude of possible improvement strategies, testing which components of program design are effective—specifically how effective, for whom, and under what circumstances. Until those pieces are in place, the quality of teacher preparation will remain stagnant.
For much of the past 50 years, conversations about teacher preparation have focused on candidate and program inputs. Teacher preparation policy, like law and medicine, required certain inputs as a way to ensure candidates and programs could meet a minimum bar of quality. These requirements emerged from the desire to professionalize teaching—which had long been viewed as semi-skilled female labor—as well as a desire to establish a common set of attitudes and dispositions among teachers. These requirements also reflected a different set of priorities: The goal of teacher preparation, for much of its history, was to provide candidates with a theoretical foundation for teaching and learning.

With the advent of standards-based accountability in the 1990s, however, policymakers increasingly came to believe that teacher preparation programs should produce teachers who are effective in improving student achievement. This—along with the surge of alternative route programs that provided an accelerated path to teaching—stimulated new research seeking to understand the relationship between mandated teacher credentials and student learning outcomes. This research, which linked inputs to teacher performance to isolate the connection between the two, showed that the commonly mandated inputs are largely irrelevant to teaching quality. And because few, if any, of these inputs are backed by research, any shifts to or from specific inputs are primarily ideological, and anecdotal at best.
Candidate Inputs

Research on candidate inputs asks the question: Which candidate characteristics are associated with better-performing graduates, where “performance” is largely measured by student growth? Findings from these studies have been used to shape preparation program admissions processes, under the theory that programs can increase the quality of candidates by selecting for certain characteristics. In particular, this body of research homed in on three commonly studied candidate characteristics:

- SAT or ACT score
- High school or undergraduate GPA
- Selectivity of undergraduate institution attended by candidate

Research on these candidate inputs suggests that teachers who have higher SAT scores, have a higher undergraduate GPA, or attended a more selective institution are more likely to become more effective teachers. This research has led to calls for preparation programs to have higher admissions requirements.

However, this research is of limited usefulness for improving program design. Although prior academic performance may predict eventual effectiveness, it is one factor among many. For example, a 2015 study of a large Southern school district found that undergraduate GPA and attendance at a competitive college account for less than 2 percent of the variation between teachers. Focusing on candidate inputs obscures the fact that it is likely a combination of variables—the candidates’ natural aptitudes and traits as well as the quality of training the program provides—that make for an effective teacher. Studies that focus only on candidate-related variables, or that lump together graduates with similar characteristics but widely different preparation experiences, cannot provide a complete picture of what effective training looks like. And as a practical matter, although programs may choose to set minimum academic requirements, the sheer volume of teachers needed at any one time—about 3.5 million, more than any other job that requires a bachelor’s degree—coupled with the fact that teacher salaries are lower than most other professions that require a BA, makes it impossible for programs to select only the highest-achieving candidates, particularly in less sought-after regions.

What’s more, this research doesn’t provide guidance about designing program content. Increased admission requirements only affect the type of candidate who enters the program, not the quality of training they receive. Even if research shows that graduates of more selective programs are more effective, that does not shed light on whether or how the program contributed meaningfully to the completers’ success. More information is needed about what strategies preparation programs should use to train a broad range of candidates into effective teachers.
Program Inputs

Another strand of the research on inputs focused on the structural components of a program, such as:

- Number of required courses in program
- Number of required content courses in program
- Number of required pedagogical courses
- Number of student teaching hours

Research on program inputs provides only the barest outlines of form-focused guidance for program design. It’s not clear, for example, how much coursework or what type a program should require. The quantity of coursework, regardless of subject area, doesn’t seem to matter for teacher effectiveness, with the exception of math and science content for secondary math and science teachers. In a 2008 meta-analysis, the Education Commission of the States (ECS) found little evidence that pedagogical training contributes to teacher effectiveness. In a study for the Institute of Education Sciences (IES), the research arm of the U.S. Department of Education, researchers found that teachers who took fewer courses during their preparation program performed as well as teachers with higher coursework requirements, regardless of coursework content or if they completed an alternative or traditional program. Two other studies, one on performance of all students in San Diego and another on math performance of 9th-grade students in Chicago, looked at the effect of a teacher’s content background, measured by the teacher’s undergraduate major, on student performance. These studies found no relationship between content background and performance, even if the teacher majored in the tested subject.

There is evidence, however, that secondary math and science teachers should have deep content expertise in their subject area. The ECS meta-analysis found moderate evidence that content knowledge in math can be useful, and the Harris and Sass study found that content-focused training has a positive effect for middle and high school math teachers. In a 2006 meta-analysis, Floden and Meniketti reached a similar conclusion: Teachers with more math and science content knowledge—whether measured by major, minor, or additional courses—tend to produce higher student achievement for secondary students in those subjects.

Taken together, preparation program leaders could glean from this research that the number of content and pedagogical courses only matters for certain teachers—but this information wouldn’t help them design an effective course of study. Should programs get rid of all content requirements except for math and science teachers? Are there other subject area specialties—science, music, special education—where the number
of courses makes a difference? And, critically, if sheer *quantity* of coursework doesn’t necessarily make for better teaching, is *quality* of coursework a key ingredient? What should candidates learn in their courses that will be most useful to them in the classroom? Several states already have specific coursework requirements—Texas, for example, requires elementary teachers to have a content major and certain general coursework—despite the fact that the evidence doesn’t support firm conclusions about whether this matters for more effective teaching. As with candidate inputs, programs need actionable research on how to improve their curriculum and coursework requirements.

The research is similarly unclear about the amount of student teaching that a candidate should have. The common-sense answer is “more”—longer student teaching requirements will produce more effective teachers. But that’s not necessarily the case. The same IES study mentioned above found that the number of student teaching hours had no discernible effect on teacher performance, whether measured by the number of hours daily, the length of experience in weeks, or the number of full-length school days that student teachers were expected to spend fully in charge of their classrooms. A 2015 study used data from more than a thousand teacher candidates in a large urban district and found that the duration of student teaching has little effect on teacher outcomes. As with the studies on coursework, these findings raise the question of whether quality of student teaching matters more than quantity—and if so, what key features of clinical training are linked with better future teaching practices?

The evidence on student teaching placement suggests that where candidates do their clinical training is important for future teaching performance, but it’s not clear how programs should design their programs based on this research. Is it more important for candidates to do their student teaching in schools with a student population that is similar to the schools where they are likely to work after graduation, or in schools that offer stable, high-quality environments for teaching and learning? In a 2008 paper of New York City data, Boyd et al. found that teachers who student taught in schools that were demographically similar to their eventual job placement were more effective than teachers whose student teaching and job placements were mismatched. Similarly, a 2016 study of Washington State found that teachers in the sample were more effective if they student taught in a school that was demographically similar.

Other research suggests that a high-functioning student placement site is more important than demographics. A 2010 study, also using New York City data, found that candidates who student taught in schools with lower turnover (assuming turnover is a proxy for how well the school functions) were less likely to leave NYC schools in their first five years and had better student achievement gains after they became the teacher of record than teachers from other placements. In the author’s words, “this study finds that learning to teach in easier-to-staff field placement schools has positive effects on teacher retention...
and student achievement gains, even for teachers who work in the hardest-to-staff schools.\textsuperscript{19} The 2016 study in Washington similarly provided evidence that student teaching in low-turnover schools was connected to better retention rates. More research is needed to sort out the different benefits derived from student teaching in a high-performing school and from gaining experience in a school with a targeted student demographic.

Finally, unlike most other inputs, the evidence on student teaching structure provides promising guidance for program improvement. Evidence suggests that programs that give candidates the opportunity to engage in actual teaching practice, such as planning a guided reading lesson, listening to a child read aloud for the purpose of assessment, and reviewing their future curriculum, produce substantially more effective first-year teachers in both ELA and math.\textsuperscript{20} And programs that provide more oversight\textsuperscript{21} of student teaching, including multiple observations by program staff and careful selection of cooperating teachers, also produce better teachers.\textsuperscript{22}

Unfortunately, few programs have actually acted on this research—perhaps reflecting the general lack of emphasis on using actionable research to improve program design. In a 2014 analysis of over 1,600 teacher preparation programs, the National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ) found that only a third of programs followed the research’s recommendations for the number and quality of student teacher observations, and only 2 percent of programs played an active role in selecting cooperating teachers.\textsuperscript{23}
The lack of evidence for input requirements led the field to try to improve in other ways. Instead of predicting program effectiveness based on inputs, the idea was to improve quality by assessing programs based on completer performance outcomes. Outcomes-based improvement efforts have been the focus of the past decade.

On the policy side, states have led these efforts, primarily through outcomes-based accountability systems. All states require that preparation programs go through a cyclical approval process in order to continue preparing teachers. Several states, like Louisiana, New Jersey, and Colorado, now link preparation programs with completer performance as part of those systems, and a few states use completer outcomes to make approval decisions. Florida, for example, differentiates programs into performance levels based on their completer outcomes, then makes approval decisions based on outcome data and an on-site visit. Federal policy recently moved towards outcomes: The recent federal regulations for Title II of the Higher Education Act require all states to link preparation programs to completer outcomes and publicize the results, and there are consequences for programs that are consistently low-performing.\textsuperscript{24}

With the expanding availability of completer performance and program data, outcomes-focused teacher preparation research has increased. Researchers use these data, where available, to link program and completer performance and assess program effectiveness without the formal consequences of a state accountability system.
In order for either policy or research efforts to improve teacher preparation, two conditions need to be true: Researchers need to be able to discern meaningful and consistent differences in program performance, and accountability must be paired with targeted, evidence-based interventions to improve program quality. At this point, neither criterion is met.

But in order for either policy or research efforts to improve teacher preparation, two conditions need to be true: Researchers need to be able to discern meaningful and consistent differences in program performance, and accountability must be paired with targeted, evidence-based interventions to improve program quality. At this point, neither criterion is met.

First, outside of the 2000 Louisiana study, the research to date has not found authentic differences in program quality based on the student learning gains produced by program completers. Two large-scale studies in Missouri and Texas linked preparation programs to student achievement and found no meaningful differences between the programs. Two other studies, looking at data from North Carolina and Washington State, found some variation between programs based on completers’ student outcomes, but the authors ultimately found that the variation within programs was larger than the variation between programs. In other words, all the programs produced teachers with a range of effectiveness; there were no clear “good” or “bad” programs. This result is not entirely unexpected—after decades of mandatory inputs and no formal incentive to innovate, many programs follow the same general outlines, so it’s understandable that similar programs would produce similar quality completers. But if there are no measurable differences in program quality based on student learning gains, then the entire outcomes-based accountability theory of action falls apart.

Second, even if it were possible to identify high and low performers, that would not be enough to drive program improvement. Low-performing programs need targeted interventions, specific to their context, to design a more effective program and implement more effective practices. Neither outcomes-based research nor state approval systems, at least in their current states, are set up to provide the information necessary to design such interventions. The majority of these systems focus on determining only if a program “works,” not on how well, under what circumstances, or for whom. For example, of the states that use outcome data to differentiate programs by performance, most separate programs into only a handful of performance tiers or levels, each encompassing a range of programs that differ in their challenges, assets, resources, and population. It is impossible to use these rating systems to prescribe corrective action tailored to different programs’ needs, as the existing body of outcomes-based preparation program research does not provide guidance on promising strategies. The research solely seeks to determine what works—not how to make teacher preparation better.
Future Research Must Be Useful for Program Design

Recent policies to improve teacher preparation have been driven by econometric research. This type of research links administrative program data to quantifiable outcome measures to specifically and exclusively assess if teacher preparation “works.”

As a starting point, econometric research provided valuable insight. It helped to focus the field on demonstrating the effectiveness of teacher preparation practices rather than designing programs based on theory. And the econometric research led to several widely accepted conclusions: Certain common program inputs are not associated with completer effectiveness, and most programs currently prepare teachers of similar effectiveness.

Overall, however, this body of research has not produced actionable information for programs. There are four key problems with the econometric research to date: quality, specificity, timeliness, and applicability.

First, there is wide variability in the quality of existing studies. Several meta-analyses of research on preparation program effectiveness have found issues with the quality of research design in the majority of these studies, including problems with small sample size, lack of control or comparison group, and subjective outcome measures. Second, econometric research is a blunt instrument. It attempts to assess what works, which is not specific enough to provide the type of diagnostic information needed to improve program quality. And third, even if the previous two conditions were met, econometric research is slow. It often takes years to move from research question to conclusion.
Finally, econometric research is not conducted with program design in mind. As a result, translating results into action is ultimately a guessing game. By using only this type of research, we miss out on insights that can improve the quality of teacher preparation.

Future teacher preparation research must fix the issues with econometric research, and move past the exclusive reliance on this type of research. Specifically, future research should embrace a more nuanced approach to better understand how and why a program or practice is effective. Future research should also be actionable in real time, use multiple measures of teacher performance, and produce strategies that can inform program design and practice.

Future teacher preparation research should be more nuanced, asking: What program components, if any, produce effective teachers, for what populations of candidates and students, in what types of schools, under what circumstances? It would take seriously the question of what happens to candidates in teacher preparation and how that relates to differences in practice as teachers. It would also recognize that what works for some candidates preparing to teach in certain schools might be different from what works for other types of candidates or in a different set of schools.

Future research should also include studies that are actionable in real time by expanding the use of rapid-cycle evaluations. Rapid-cycle evaluations are a product of the business world that the education sector has adopted. Rapid-cycle evaluations are a form of quick-turnaround, smaller scale research that use existing administrative data to test and adjust specific program practices or strategies. Rapid-cycle evaluations can assess effectiveness in less than a year and begin to provide feedback in weeks or months—which is a very different timeline than the years that it takes to conduct a randomized controlled trial. The idea behind rapid-cycle evaluations is not to definitively decide if a practice is effective, but to quickly determine how well a practice is working for a specific set of candidates, students, and circumstances.

In the context of teacher preparation, a variety of actors could conduct rapid-cycle evaluations. Programs could partner with researchers to analyze program data and collect teacher performance data. Or programs could partner with districts, school operators, and/or states to access existing teacher performance data, then work with researchers or in-house to analyze the data. Ultimately, rapid-cycle research could produce a cache of effective practices, giving programs information on program performance and strategies for improvement on a faster timeline and targeted to the program’s specific needs.

Rapid-cycle evaluations shouldn’t only be used to assess existing practices. As programs build their research capacity, they should test out innovative program practices—specifically innovative practices building on related bodies of research and evidence from other rapid-cycle evaluations. Frontiers of Innovation, for example, is a research and development platform out of the Harvard Center on the Developing Child. Through
Frontiers of Innovation, a community of organizations develop intervention strategies based on the science of child development; use common measures to share findings; analyze the data to understand what works, for whom, in what context, and why; and test and iterate the interventions in a rapid cycle of learning and adaptation. Similarly, rapid-cycle evaluations should look to other bodies of evidence to develop innovative practices. Leveraging research in brain development and child and adult learning, for example, could ultimately inform our understanding of both what good teaching looks like and how to help prospective teachers learn how to do it.

Rapid-cycle evaluations can complement the current, commonly used research methods, forming a suite of rigorous research methods that produce strategies that can inform program design and practice. To do that, we need to reframe the goal of teacher preparation research: to inform program design. Some of the best insights from econometric research have come from authors examining specific program components, like Boyd et al. did in their 2008 paper. The authors provide much-needed guidance about effective student teaching training, by offering evidence that more vigilant program oversight of a student teaching experience may produce more effective teachers. This is only one study, looking at a relatively narrow question, but it is much more actionable than most research. To move the field forward, we need hundreds of more studies like this, asking similarly specific questions about a range of program components, activities, and practices.

Finally, future research must look at a broader range of teacher and student outcome measures. Recent research on the impact of teacher preparation programs focuses primarily on student growth, as measured using state test scores. Student achievement is a crucial indicator, and one researchers should continue to rely on, but research also shows that measures such as standardized classroom observations and student surveys can effectively identify teachers who produce better student learning gains. Using a range of teacher performance measures can better inform program design by revealing program differentiation that was masked when looking at student growth alone. A study earlier this year, for example, linked observation scores of Tennessee teachers to their preparation programs and found authentic differences in the observation ratings of preparation programs. This study also found that the observation ratings correlated with teacher impact on student achievement. This study also suggests that observation scores may reveal effective teacher behaviors, and provide guidance on how to train candidates in those behaviors.
There are also other valuable outcome measures that are linked to students’ academic success, including program-level metrics, such as completer retention and job placement, and student-level outcomes, like chronic absenteeism, incarceration rates, and teen pregnancy rates. In fact, these data already exist in several states, including Florida, Rhode Island, and Colorado, which currently link preparation programs to performance measures such as job placement, retention, and teacher evaluation results. The point of this research isn’t to hold programs accountable for these outcomes, but rather to see what effect, if any, teacher preparation programs have on a broad range of outcomes.

Crucially, alternative measures should always be accompanied by ongoing research assessing the relationship between the tool and student learning, even if the alternative performance data are not used for accountability. In Head Start, for example, the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) is an observation-based tool used as one measure of Head Start program quality. Before CLASS was adopted, research showed that a teacher’s CLASS score is predictive of her effect on student outcomes. Since then, however, other research has shown that teachers can improve their CLASS scores without any appreciable improvement in student achievement.
To authentically improve teacher preparation, programs must have a cache of specific, actionable, evidence-based, and effective practices, and the flexibility, incentive, and knowledge to replace strategies that aren’t working. To that end, we make several interrelated recommendations that are the shared responsibility of researchers, preparation programs, and state and federal policymakers.

1. Researchers should rethink the focus and design of future studies.
2. Teacher preparation programs should be a source of new research and effective strategies.
3. State and federal policymakers should foster innovation and collaboration.

Researchers Should Rethink the Focus and Design of Future Studies

Researchers taking on this work in the future should move away from the current norm of teacher preparation research. From the perspective of improving teacher preparation, assessing which elements of a program are most—and least—helpful to novice teachers is more productive than asking, “Does the program work?” Instead of looking at high-level structural elements, like program and candidate inputs, researchers should go deeper into the specific components of preparation programs using formative research methods. Conclusions from rapid-cycle evaluations may not be as generalizable as a randomized controlled trial, but if the research meets rigorous, accepted standards for rapid-cycle evaluations, then this research can form a foundation for others to replicate and to build more rigorous studies upon.
Using these methods, researchers should specifically design studies where the independent variables are programs’ specific practices and activities and, to the extent possible, include measures of the quality of those practices. As dependent variables, researchers should look into multiple measures of teacher performance: student achievement growth, observations of teacher practice, and principal and student surveys.

Putting these variables together, we can imagine studies that test out how different program components affect different outcome measures, giving us information about how and how well specific strategies in teacher preparation influence how teachers teach. Many programs, for example, require math and English content-specific courses. But which courses and types of course assignments are most closely linked with effective teaching strategies and higher student outcomes, in different subjects and grade levels? What elements do strong courses share? Does purposeful alignment between content courses and clinical experience produce more effective teaching? By asking—and beginning to answer—new questions, researchers can develop a body of effective strategies targeted to specific needs.

Researchers can only pursue this line of research, however, if states and programs make completer performance and program data accessible. Without those data, researchers are limited in the evidence they can produce—so as much as it is the responsibility of researchers to revise study designs, it’s equally the responsibility of programs and states to give researchers the data to do so. States and programs are also responsible for the fact that existing research has been limited to blunt, high-level questions that cannot inform program design. Research partnerships, discussed in detail below, are one way states, programs, and researchers can improve the quality of teacher preparation evidence.

**Preparation Programs Should Be a Source of New Research and Effective Strategies**

Teacher preparation programs are uniquely situated to identify, pilot, replicate, and evaluate promising training practices and strategies. Indeed, if teacher training is to improve, it is crucial that programs take an evidence-based approach to program design, and advocate for the support and resources necessary to test the impact of program practices on first-year teaching performance.

A critical first step in developing an evidence-based program design is defining the program’s theory of action for training high-performing new teachers. Using this as a compass, programs can evaluate the existing teacher preparation research and determine which findings are most relevant for their population and context. Based on that evidence, they should determine: What are the “high-impact” teacher practices—that lead to higher student achievement—that we believe are important to inculcate in aspiring teachers? What program courses, activities, or content can we provide to help teacher candidates develop those high-impact practices? These questions should lead to an articulated program design and improvement strategy that programs can build on and tweak as new evidence arises.
Programs can then test their theory of action with rapid-cycle evaluations. As programs identify strengths and weaknesses, they should pilot and analyze the effectiveness of new practices. Research initiatives that identify effective—and ineffective—program practices should share those results with other programs.

Taking on this work requires programs to have several elements in place:

- All teacher preparation programs should regularly collect data on multiple measures of completer performance, including observation data for all teachers and student achievement data, where available. Programs should identify additional measures of classroom teaching performance that can be consistently collected in completers’ first years of teaching.

- Preparation programs should form partnerships with school operators, districts, and states to share, analyze, and interpret these data. State and federal policies, as noted below, can support this effort.

- Program leadership should develop an intentional process—including the necessary data systems, partnerships with researchers, and internal structures—for conducting rapid-cycle formative research that meets accepted standards of rigor for empirical research. It is crucial that programs rely on external, unbiased researchers to conduct evaluations, and that programs are responsive, in real time, to the evaluation results. Programs should work with researchers to evaluate existing program components, pilot innovative practices, and try to identify high-impact teacher practices and the program activities that lead to those practices.

- Programs that identify relationships between specific practices and teacher performance—whether positive or negative—should publicize those results.

**State and Federal Policymakers Should Foster Innovation and Collaboration**

To date, the state role in improving teacher preparation has been limited to compliance and accountability: States set minimum program requirements up front—some of which are excessively burdensome and constrain innovation—and then assess program completers on the back end. Similarly, the federal role has traditionally been limited to disbursing funding and collecting select program data. In a more effective system, state and federal policymakers would improve teacher preparation by creating the space and flexibility for programs to collaborate and innovate.
States and federal policymakers can foster innovation in several key ways:

- States and federal policymakers should encourage research partnerships between preparation programs and academic researchers. Through these research partnerships, researchers can access program data, and programs can access evaluation expertise to make program changes in real time. State and federal policymakers can foster this type of collaboration by dedicating existing research funds to these types of partnerships. Regional Educational Laboratories, for example, are federally funded research centers based at institutions of higher education, agencies, or partnerships between those entities that must use their funding to conduct and disseminate applied research and evaluations.38

- States should revise their preparation program approval processes to give high-performing programs the flexibility and incentive to take calculated risks with program practice. States could grant flexibility to programs that wanted to try something innovative and outside the parameters of current state requirements, provided the program showed the data that supported the innovation and had the strategy, structure, and capacity to test it.

- States that collect teacher performance data as part of the teacher evaluation or program approval system should make data available to researchers and programs. Given the issues to date with holding programs accountable based on their completer outcomes, it is particularly important that policymakers make data accessible and useful to programs and research teams, and set clear, high expectations about program improvement.

- Federal policymakers should use existing funding to incentivize preparation programs to form research partnerships and take on innovative program practices. A pot of funding from the Higher Education Act, for example, can be set aside for programs that take on these types of research partnerships.

- Policymakers and philanthropists should support replication and further testing of promising practices. If a program identifies a positive strategy, the state should convene and evaluate a voluntary pilot for other programs in the state. If the strategy is effective in the pilot, the state should consider adding the strategy as a potential corrective action in its program approval process. Federal policymakers and philanthropists can also identify promising strategies and support funding to pressure test those strategies.

- Federal and state policymakers should work with researchers, preparation programs, and districts to provide confidential access to the data necessary to track performance of program completers who train in one state and teach in another.
If the field is ever going to systematically improve the effectiveness of new teachers, we first need to improve the quality of teacher preparation. The only way we can improve teacher preparation, whether alternative or traditional, is by improving preparation program design; to do that, we need research on what specific program design components work, how well, for whom, and under what circumstances. The existing teacher preparation research is not set up to provide that type of information. In this paper, we propose a new agenda for teacher preparation research that will.

As a field, we still don’t know how to create an effective teacher preparation program, and yet states, programs, and analysts continue to place their faith—and the fate of nearly 200,000 teachers annually—in strategies that lack evidence. Instead of blindly swinging from one popular reform to the next, we propose that programs, states, and researchers form partnerships to systematically assess promising practices and strategically adjust program design based on what is best for that program. In other words, this agenda should be read as an argument for pluralism. Earlier this year, we proposed one option for improving teacher preparation policy; other analysts have their own ideas. These proposals each have their own merits, but the fact is that we do not have the research necessary to assess which proposal, or combination of proposals, would be most promising for improving the effectiveness of first-year teachers. Let’s stop guessing, and start trying to find answers.
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